
                            

                                             

Has  the name of a Bulgarian teacher and poet, born on 16.04.1893 in Sofia.  She died in 1991 in Sofia (97 years old).She 

created many children’ poems parallel with all other her works. 
    The school begins to work in the school year 1994/1995 with 772 students in 34 classes, 53 teachers and headmistress Zlatka 
Varbanovska. 
Currently there are 21 classes, 36 teachers under the direction of the headmistress Velichka Hristova. 

      

Dance groups “Detelina”(Clover)-under the direction of choreographer Daniela Pavlova  and accompanist Tihomir Kondev. 
 

Vocal group”Cricket”  Vocal group“Denitsa” - pupils 9-14, 
created 2006/2007 school year with instructor music teacher Ognyan Chobanov. Vocal group” Cricket” –pupils 7-11 was founded in 
1994 from the opening of the school,with instructor Elena Syarova. 
The school year 1995/1996 begin function of:the folklore group”Cricket”, ballet group”Barbi” and the dance group”Detelina”. Every 
school year is dedicated every month for one of the school subjects and every teacher and the students prepare activities, 
competitions, games.  
The month of the school patron is dedicated for the Bulgarian language, poetry and activities about the life and creativity of 
Elissaveta Bagryana. 
   Beginning in June 2001, the walls of the school (forum) were painted by our colleague Rumen Petrov, who worked hard and long 
and made our school very special, unique for which we are proud of him and of the beautiful fresco, linked with our history, culture 
and sciences. The wall paintings are disposed to 135m2 and the creation is named”Triumph of the culture”. It is the place where we 
organize the school festivities. 
The composition contains 52 human figures and begins with the two brothers Cyril and Methodius, who invoke people of cultural 
revival. On the knowledge’s steep stairs mount their students, the first Bulgarian teachers Kliment Ohridski and Naum Tarnovski. On 
both sides as a guard of honor stand the Great Bulgarian kings of the Bulgarian golden century: from the left tzar(king) Boris and 
from the right tzar(king) Simeon I. Above all stands the image of Bulgaria with a crown-shaped fortress, symbol of the preservation 
of our Bulgarian identity. Follow the symbolic images of Sciences and the Muses of the Arts. 



The Cyrillic alphabet was created by the two brothers and their pupils. In Bulgaria it is celebrated on 24 May and is known as the” 
Bulgarian Education and Culture, and Slavonic Literature Day” 

  

It is also known as "Alphabet, Culture, and Education Day", a national holiday , when we celebrate Bulgarian culture and literature as 
well as the alphabet; it is a very special holiday for all schools, teachers and students. 
In the subsequent years the school has established itself as modern and desirable place for training, which creates worthy citizens, 
liberal people, mobile and confident in their knowledge forces people. 

 Rumen Petrov –the author of all pictures  

 

 

 

 

 

   Interior paintings of walls. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                        
 
 
 
 
 
 



Headmistress                                                                                  

Velichka Hristova   

Assistant headmistress 

 Margarita Urumova  

        Teachers  

 
 
Symbols of the school: 

 Flag of the school       



logo:  -black and white        - in colors. 
 
 The school has an anthem, whose authors are the teachers Dochka Dobreva-text;  Ognyan Chobanov–music.  
Students publish a school newspaper”My school” under the direction of Dochka Dobreva-teacher of Bulgarian language.       

                                                          
        

     

Ethnographic collection 

   School library has a 
collection of 3000 units-reference, technical literature and provides free access to.   

Cabinet of music  IT cabinet   



 Cabinets of technology             

Classrooms           

Classrooms       

 

On the 24.10.1996 is open the sport complex of the school. The school has a total area of 30,030 m2 and   the largest in the 
district gym and indoor swimming pool, which today is not in function for our regret. 

                            

 
Today there are: 
 Gym                                                          Fitness room                                                   and many   won medals  

         



 

 

          Environmental project                                              

The School celebrations  

Project “Success”  School exhibition   
 

        Help for a life without tobacco  
 

 The school year 2009/2010 started completely replaced with windows on all campuses. The school has well-equipped educational 
facilities: 9 specialized offices on general subjects, 19 classrooms, 9 storages, 1 room for speech therapist, a dance hall, 4 



administrative offices, 2 buffets an open playfield, 3 internal landscaped gardens and workshops in woodworking, metalworking and 
cooking, where pupils learn different skills. There are 2 computer labs for training in ICT. They are equipped with the necessary 
software and hardware, and there is provided free Internet access.The school has well equipped medical center.  
The school building has a central heating. 
Extracurricular activities: 
Every year the school dance group participates in the International Children’s Folklore Festival in Sliven. 

“Friendship without borders”   

The students take part every year in the National Children’s Book Festival    organized in our sity. 
The school is part of the international school network SPARE(School Project for Application of Recourses and Energy) from 2009.     
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